
Malek Abisaab

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
- "Warmed by France’s Fire or Burnt? The Maronite Clergy and French Colonial Politics in Lebanon, 1920-1935," (sent to a journal)

Book Review/Short Entry

Anastassios Anastassiadis

Books—Editor
- with Chantal Verdeil, Michalis Michail Ottoman religious communities at the age of nationalism and colonialism Klaus Schwarz verlag 2012
- Voisinages Fragiles: relations interconfessionnelles en Méditerranée orientale et dans le Sud-est européen 1850s-1920s

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
- w/ Chantal Verdeil & Michalis Michail "Introduction" in Ottoman religious communities at the age of nationalism and colonialism, ed. T. Aanstassiadis, Chantal Verdeil, Michalis Michail, (Berlin: Klaus Schwarz verlag, 2012), 1-12
- "Was there an Ottoman age of confessionalization?" in Ottoman religious communities at the age of nationalism and colonialism, ed. T. Aanstassiadis, Chantal Verdeil, Michalis Michail, (Berlin: Klaus Schwarz verlag, 2012), 13-35

Non-refereed Publications
- La crise de l’Etat grec (II): la Grèce et l’Union européenne, La vie des idées, February 27, 2012

Hans Beck

Books—Editor
- Advisory Editor The Encyclopedia of Ancient History. 13 volumes Wiley-Blackwell 2012

Book Review/Short Entry

Encyclopaedia Entry
- Various entries in Encyclopedia of Ancient History (see above):
  - Cincius Alimentus, L.
• Claudius Marcellus, M.
• Coelius Antipater, L.
• cursus honorum
• Fabius Pictor, Q.
• Fannius, C.
• Leuktra, Battle of
• Mucius Scaevola, P. [Annales Maximi]
• nobiles, nobilitas
• Pompeius Trogus
• Praetor

Gwyn Campbell

Books—Author
• David Griffiths and the Missionary ‘History of Madagascar’ Brill 2012

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book

Paula Clarke

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• "Le mercantesse di Venezia tra il XIV ed il XV secolo", Archivio veneto, 143 (2012), pp. 67-84

Brian Cowan

Books—Editor

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book

Non-refereed Publications

Book Review/Short Entry

Catherine Desbarats

Books—Editor
• With Thomas Wien La Nouvelle France et le Monde Atlantique. Special Theme issue of Revue d'histoire de l'Amérique française Special Double issue of Revue d'histoire de l'Amérique française official date is 2011, but actually came out in 2012

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• Catherine Desbarats, "Empire and State Formation," Oxford Bibliographies Online

Book Review/Short Entry

Nicholas Dew

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book

Elizabeth Elbourne

Major Article/Portion of Refereed Book/Edited Book

Non-refereed Publications
• Brian Cowan and Elizabeth Elbourne, "Editors' Introduction", Journal of British Studies, 51(2), April 2012, pp. 249-252

Michael Fronda

Book Review/Short Entry


Allan Greer

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book


John Hellman

Non-refereed Publications

- “the History of the Sense of Self and Memory” an Electronic Book [in My Courses (McGill University online courses site)]
- January to 31 May 2012
- 1) I highlighted, annotated, and commented texts of the 24 videotaped online course lectures of John Merriman (and his guest lecturer Jay Winter) in the course “A History of Modern Europe since 1648” featured on Open Yale Courses - Yale University (oyc.yale.edu)
- The texts of these online lectures would be posted - as modified/commented by John Hellman for McGill students - in McGill My Courses - History 215 (from January 2013)
- 2) “Gustave Klimt and National-Socialist Art” A power point presentation which would eventually be posted as a supplement in the My Courses History 215 site.
- 3) “New France” the basis for a lecture text with images (8 pages). It would be expanded and posted in My Courses History 320A in September 2012, and in an augmented form in My Courses History 215 in January 2013.
- 4) “Descartes and La Fleche” a lecture outline with images for posting in History 320A from September 2012 and as a supplementary lecture in History 320A from September 2013
- 5) “Pascal and Port Royal” a lecture outline with images for posting in History 320A from September 2012 and as a supplementary lecture in History 215 from January 2013.
- 6) “Western Attitudes toward the Dead in the Late Middle Ages” a lecture outline with images for posting in History 320A in My Courses from September 2012 and as the base for a supplementary lecture in History 215 My Courses from January 2013.
- 1 June to 31 December 2012
- 1) Death Experiences: from Late Medieval through Renaissance Europe (22pp.,16images) (7 Sept. 2012)
- 2) Erasmus Lecture I: The Renaissance and Erasmus (1466-1536) (24 pp., 21 images)(13 September 2012)
- 3) Erasmus Lecture II: (30 pp., 28 images (18 September 2012)
- 4) Erasmus Lecture III; (37 pp., 24 images) (19 September 2012)
• 5) Luther Lecture I (31pp12images) (22 October 2012)
• 6) Luther Lecture II (39pp20images) (27 September 2012)
• 7) Luther Lecture III (37pp13images) (25 September 2012)
• 8) European Popular Piety in the 16th century; John Calvin and his Geneva (47pp., 31 images) (6 Oct. 2012)
• 9) Descartes and Rationalism (31pp, 21images) (11 October 2012)
• 10) Pilgrimmages: Delphi to Loretto (17pp23images) [supplement to Descartes Lecture I]
• 11) Desctartes Lecture II (11 October 2012)
• 12) Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) (23pp, 21 images) (12 October 2012)
• 13) Pascal Lecture II (50pp,38images) (18 October 2012)
• 14) Pascal Lecture III (29pp23images) (15 October 2012)
• 16) Voltaire (1694-1778). Lecture I 32 pp., 33 images (6 November 2012/27 Jan 2013)[augmented as Voltaire (1694-1778) Lecture I (43pp39images) (28 January 2013)]
• 17) Voltaire Lecture II (26pp14images) (31 October 2013)
• 18) Voltaire Lecture III (20pp7images) (1 November 2013)
• 19) Rousseau (1712-1778) Lecture I (35pp23images) (4 November 2012)
• 20) Rousseau Lecture II (29pp16images) (3 November 2012)
• 21) Rousseau Lecture III (30pp13images) (3 November 2012)
• 22) Goethe Lecture I: Goethe (1749-1832) and Romantic Love (58pp43images)(15 November 2012)
• 23) Goethe Lecture II: Werther 57pp37images (20 November 2012)
• 24) J.G. Herder 1744-1803 and Nationalism (26 November 2012)

Gershon Hundert

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book

Lynn Kozak

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book

James Krapfl

Book Review/Short Entry
• Review of Günter Bischof, Stefan Karner, and Peter Ruggenthaler, eds., The Prague Spring and the Warsaw Pact Invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, in Canadian Slavonic Papers, vol. 54, no. 1-2 (March-
June 2012)


**Brian Lewis**

**Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book**
- Guest editor, special queer issue, Journal of British Studies, 51, 3 (July 2012).

**Short Article/Review Essay**

**Book Review/Short Entry**

**Lorenz Luthi**

**Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book**

**Non-refereed Publications**

**Book Review/Short Entry**

**Leonard Moore**

**Book Review/Short Entry**

**Encyclopaedia Entry**

**Jason Opal**

**Books—Editor**
- *Common Sense and Other Writings* by Thomas Paine W.W. Norton and Company 2012
Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• Opal, J.M. "General Jackson’s Passports: Sovereign Citizens and Natural Rights in the Political Thought of Andrew Jackson, 1780s-1820s," submitted to _Studies in American Political Development_, June 2012

Non-refereed Publications

Johanna Ransmeier

Non-refereed Publications
• “The Middle East: From Fall to Spring”, World Book Yearbook (2012), 282-293

Reprints
• Article "The Druze and the Birth of Israel (2007) came out in Turkish translation

Jarrett Rudy

Books—Editor
• With Stéphan Gervais and Christopher Kirkey Québec Studies (special issues "New Voices on Québec") American Council for Québec Studies Fall 2012

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• "Do you have the Time? Modernity, Democracy, and the Beginnings of Daylight Saving Time in Montreal, 1907-1928" Canadian Historical Review 93, 4 (December 2012): 531-554.

Short Article/Review Essay
• "Fostering New Scholarship on Québec" Québec Studies (Fall 2012): 3-6.

Jon Soske

Books—Editor
• With Arianna Lissoni, Natasha Erlank, Noor Nieftagodien, and Omar Badsha One Hundred Years of the ANC: Debating Liberation Histories Today Wits University Press 2012

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• “One Hundred Years of the ANC: Debating Liberation Histories after Apartheid,” (with Arianna Lissoni and Natasha Erlank), in One Hundred Years of the ANC: Debating Liberation Histories Today (James Currey and Wits University Press, 2012).
• “Unraveling the 1947 'Doctor’s Pact': Race, Metonymy, and the Evasions of Nationalist History,” in One Hundred Years of the ANC: Debating Liberation Histories Today (James Currey and Wits University Press, 2012).

Non-refereed Publications
• "Why does South African History Continue to be Written Primarily by White Scholars?" Africa is a Country, 29 November 2012.

**Book Review/Short Entry**


**Daviken Studnicki-Gizbert**

**Short Article/Review Essay**


**Andrea Tone**

**Books—New or Foreign Language Edition**

- Andrea Tone *The Age of Anxiety (modified paperback)* Basic Books 2012

**Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book**

- Andrea Tone, “In the Matter of Rosemarie Lewis: Women and the Corporatization of Contraception” Barbara Seaman and Laura Eldridge, eds., Voices of the Women’s Health Movement, vol. 1 (Seven Stories Press)
- Andrea Tone “Addiction by Prescription: Women and the Problem of Tranquilizers.” Barbara Seaman and Laura Eldridge, eds., Voices of the Women’s Health Movement, vol. 2 (Seven Stories Press)

**Reprints**


**Griet Vankeerberghen**

**Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book**


**Gavin Walker**

**Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book**


Faith Wallis

Books—Editor

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• "Counting all the Bones: Measure, Number and Weight in Early Medieval Texts About the Body." In Was zählt: Ordnungsangebote, Gebrauchsformen, Erfahrungsmodalitäten des "numerus" im Mittelalter, ed. Moritz Wedell. 185-207. Vienna: Böhlau, 2012.

Book Review/Short Entry

David Wright

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book

Reprints
• Wright, D., DOWNS: The History of a Disability (Oxford: Oxford University Press).

Book Review/Short Entry

Robin Yates

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book
• “Xingbie shiye zhong de Zhongguo yiliao shi xinmao” 性別視野中的中國醫療史新貌 in Xingbie shiye zhong de Zhongguo lishi xinmao 性別視野中的中國歷史新貌, ed. Liu Yongcong劉詠聰 (Clara Ho) (Beijing: Shehui kexue wenxian chubanshe, 2012), 31-33
• “Xingbie shiye zhong de Zhongguo junshi shi xinmao” 性別視野中的中國軍事史新貌 in Xingbie shiye
Brian Young

Major Article/Portion of Refereed/Edited Book